This paper proposes data mining-based models to diagnose outage data in distribution power systems. In this work, outage data from a local distribution company is gathered and aligned with weather data. Then, a subset of features is selected to reduce the processing time and simplifying purposes. To increase the fairness of final models and to account for differences in misclassification cost, using a customized cost matrix is proposed. Two decision tree-based modeling algorithms are trained and tested. Results show the ability of the established models to diagnose the root cause of an outage fairly well. In addition, an ensemble of the decision tree-based models is built, which outperforms the other two models in almost all cases. Finally, applications of such models in decreasing outage duration and improving the reliability of the power distribution network are discussed.
Introduction
Data mining has been attracting the attention of most researchers in almost every science category as a way to turn the problem of large accumulated data into an opportunity. Data mining methods like classification, clustering, outlier detection, and visualization give the researchers a chance to gain a better understanding of the category. The power system is one of the research areas that has received contribution from data mining methods. Meter and power consumption data have been used in several types of research to classify consumers or to identify distinctive ones, hence detecting electricity theft [1] - [3] . Visualization techniques have been used to ease the monitoring operations [4] , [5] and to realize sudden changes in power systems' parameters [6] .
In recent years with the availability of outage data, the amount of literature on reliability of power distribution networks has been increased. This is due to the fact that most outages in power system are rooted in distribution section of the network [7] . Since many types of research show that value of the lost load is extremely higher than its actual cost [8] , studying reliability in the power systems especially distribution system seems inevitable. Reliability of distribution system depends on many parameters, such as number of outage occurrences, duration of the outages, number of affected consumers. Therefore, investigating the impacts of these parameters and roots, which endanger reliability of distribution system, has recently gained a lot of attention.
Since various and frequent data are available in this context, data mining methods have been utilized for diagnosis or prognosis of failure occurrences in the system. For example, component outages caused by hurricane are predicted in [9] using logistic regression. Reference [10] investigates the effect of storm on outages using high-resolution weather simulation data using decision tree, random forest and boosted gradient tree. Significant correlated factors in outage 3 occurrence have been studied in [11] using association rule mining, and in [12] using fuzzy inference system. In [13] , animal-related outages are investigated, several related factors are introduced and a prevention method is proposed. Other works have been done to estimate fault location, hence shorten the investigation part of restoration. For example, Discrete Fourier transform and artificial neural networks have been used in [14] to determine faulty section in teed transmission lines. Fault causes are often classified as vegetation-, animal-, weather-related [15] and equipment failure [16] groups. Many types of research have tackled the problem of identifying the root cause of an outage. This problem has been addressed in [15] using fuzzy classification to identify vegetation, animal and lightening related outages and in [16] , [17] to identify equipment failure and vegetation related outages, respectively. All these researches used historic data from past outages and use multi-label or binary classification methods to identify the main outage cause upon occurring.
In this paper, data mining-based methods are used to find a predictive model for analyzing and deducing the root cause of the power distribution system outages upon occurrence. To this end, four-year outage data from local distribution company and local weather data are integrated.
Then, outage cause labels from outage data are reclassified into vegetation-, animal-, equipment-, and weather-related classes. Other fault causes that do not belong to these classes are labeled as 'other' class. After reclassifying the outage labels, data are partitioned into train and test partitions. A customized cost matrix is configured based on the importance of each class and the balance ratio between classes. In this case, using a cost matrix is crucial for two reasons. First, the cost of incorrect classification of an outage class should not be the same for all cases.
Therefore, some misclassifications should receive higher penalty. Another important reason to use the cost matrix is to account for imbalance ratio of classes, which may result in invaluable 4 realization. After building the cost matrix, several data mining classification models, such as random forest [18] and C5.0 [19] - [20] , are considered upon training partition. Then, generalizability of these two models is verified against test partition. In addition, another model is built as an ensemble [21] of the previous ones, which inherits the best characteristics of each model and outperforms both models in most cases. The models are tested and compared to show the ability of these models to predict the cause of outages upon occurrence. The results are presented, and the effects of such predictors on the reliability of distribution system are discussed.
Material and methods
Data sources used in this work are non-simulated real-world data. Distribution outage data has been collected from a local distribution network, which its characteristics are presented in table I, which consists of substation name, outage cause, date, and time of the occurrence, and a coded feeder number among other features. Also, weather data for the area is retrieved from reliable prognosis weather database [22] for the same period of time. Time and date, temperature, humidity, pressure, precipitation, and wind speed are some of notable features of this data.
Preprocessing
The described data sources have different temporal granularity. In other words, weather data is collected regularly every three hours, whereas each row of outage data is appended to the data source upon outage occurrence. This fact leads to the generation of two data sources with different timestamps. To resolve this issue, integration between the two data sources is done. 5 More preprocessing steps to make the resulting dataset ready are taken as follows. In the aforementioned distribution company, 96 outage cause labels are used by technicians to classify outage causes. Some of these labels are related and could be combined together and some others could be removed due to being either less frequent or less important than others. Therefore, first scheduled outages are removed from this data since they are inevitable and could be planned to be less effective on reliability. Outages that are self-resolving or the ones whose duration is less than five minutes are also removed due to low effect on reliability. Then the remaining outage causes are reclassified and labeled as vegetation-related, animal-related, equipment-related, and weather-related. Other fault causes that could not be classified in the aforementioned classes are classified into 'other' class. With further inspection in data, and some features with more than 95% null values are removed. Moreover since online root cause analysis models should be able to work as soon as outage occurrence, some other features like ENS or restoration time are removed as they are not available within five minutes from outage manifestation.
2.2.Visualization
To get a better understanding of the data, several illustrations of the relations between features are created and investigated. Figure 1 shows the imbalance ratio of class members. As it is illustrated, most of the records in the data are from the equipment class. This would be problematic at modeling phase, as most of the modeling algorithms tend to favor the majority class to improve accuracy. This problem is addressed before training the models.
To investigate the effect of region on each root cause of outages, the number of outages is illustrated in fig.2 , separately for each substation, divided by root cause. It is obvious that outages occur less frequently in some substations like substations 16, 23, 41, 44, 50 and 52. On the other hand, substations 11, 12, 21, 46, 58 and 63 have more outage count than the others. 6 Moreover, the ratio of the root causes in each substation is different. For example, animal caused outages are responsible for a higher ratio of outages in substation 12 than substation 58. This shows that to predict the root cause of an outage, a model should consider substation number as an input.
2.3.Feature selection
With the growth of computer power, and advancement of data collection technologies, there are a lot of data generated in every field. Even using data mining and machine learning algorithms, this amount of data is hard to analyze. Feature selection is one of the methods that deals with this problem. Feature selection is the operation to choose a smaller subset from the main set of features without sacrificing accuracy by removing irrelevant or redundant features. This operation allows us to achieve similar or even improve predictor's performance and at the same time increase model's comprehensibility [23] . In this paper, the feature selection is performed in two phases. First features are ranked based on their correlation to the outage cause. This type of feature selection is called filter method [24] . This correlation could be measured by likelihood ratio or Pearson metrics among others. In this paper, since the sample size is relatively small, likelihood ratio is preferred. This phase is done regardless of the chosen predictor model and other inputs. Based on quality of the feature and diversity of values, 25 features are selected in total.
In the next phase of feature selection, which is similar to wrapper [24] 
2.4.Cost matrix
Since misclassification of records is costly, in many data mining algorithm, there is a cost matrix that inputs cost of incorrectly classified record based on observed label and predicted label. In many use cases, there is not much difference between the costs of misclassifications. In other words, cost is not dependent on observed label and predicted label. Rather every misclassification costs are the same. Table II shows a common cost matrix, used in many classifiers.
In cases that the cost of misclassification varies for each observed and predicted pair, the cost matrix can be configured to reflect this difference. For example, in this research, misclassifying the 'equipment' class as 'other' would cost significantly more than misclassifying 'other' as 'equipment'. The reason is that in the first case, the repair crew might be dispatched without being properly prepared to deal with equipment failure and it would prolong the restoration process. On the other hand, being prepared for equipment failure would not significantly influence the repair crew's readiness to resolve other types of failure.
As illustrated in the visualization section, records are not equally distributed in all classes.
Rather, more than half of the records are from equipment class. In such imbalanced cases, in order to improve the overall accuracy, data mining algorithms would favor the major class over other classes. This would result in accurate models, which may be impractical in real-world situations. Another important use of a customized cost matrix is to deal with this kind of situations by increasing the cost of misclassifying other classes as the major class. Table III shows the cost matrix, which is configured to deal with above issues. As the least important class, 'other' row has been altered to be zero so that there is no penalty for misclassifying members of this class. 8 In table III using the same cost values in equipment failure column as 'other' columns would result in a model that predicts most root causes as 'equipment' class. To prevent this issue and to build a fair model, costs on this column were changed so that predicting animal, vegetation, and weather classes as 'equipment' class would be more costly. In this way the model will adapt to predict classes in a more trustworthy manner.
2.5.Model training
The goal of this paper is to build a predictive model to analyze and deduce the root cause of outages upon occurrence. This would greatly help the network operator choose and dispatch the most suited and best-equipped repair crew available to deal with the failure. To this end, two data mining-based methods and an ensemble method are used, as described in the following.
Random forest results and discussion
Random forest algorithm was introduced by Breiman in 2001 [18] . In the random forest algorithm, a model is built in several iterations. In each iteration, a sample of data is chosen which is called a bootstrap sample. Then a single decision tree is built based on this sample. To this end, at the root node of the tree, the sample data are divided into two subgroups. Subgroups are chosen based on an impurity index. Then, for each new node, its respective subgroup is split into two more subgroups based on the same index. The algorithm continues until a stopping condition, and a single decision tree is constructed. To build a random forest model, hundreds of decision trees are built in the same way using different bootstrap samples. To predict the class of a new instance, every tree makes a decision between available classes. The final decision of this model is made by voting between all of the trees in the forest. This algorithm is more robust against overfitting [18] in comparison with other decision tree-based algorithms, as a result of 9 this randomness. So, the predictions on the test part could be expected to have the same accuracy as the predictions on the train part. Table IV presents This table shows that random forest algorithm is able to predict animal, equipment, vegetation, and weather classes fairly well. Because of using customized cost matrix on this predictor, none of the records of these four important classes is falsely predicted as 'other', as predicting 'other' would not help the repair crew to prepare and diagnose the problem. Furthermore, although the equipment class is by far the most populated class, the predictor does not significantly prioritize this class over other classes. Table V shows the result of the model built by the random forest algorithm, considering the default cost matrix. As expected, the algorithm optimizes the model for the highest accuracy, and as a result, most of the instances are predicted as the majority classes, i.e., equipment and weather. While this model improves the accuracy of the equipment class, it immensely reduces other classes' accuracy. Thus, this model may not be applicable in a real-world power distribution network.
C5.0 results and discussion
C5.0 algorithm, proposed in 1997 by JR Quinlan, is based on basic decision tree and C4.5 [20] .
Unlike the random forest algorithm, C5.0 provides a single decision tree and does not use bootstrap sampling. The advantage of building a single tree is that the results could be interpreted and used as new knowledge in the field. On the other hand, C5.0 model suffers from overfitting problem, which occurs when a model has high accuracy on the train partition and has low accuracy on the test partition. Hence, the model cannot be generalized well to new instances. Table VI shows the results of the built model based on the C5.0 algorithm. Like the random forest algorithm, C5.0 algorithm shows promising results in predicting the root cause of outages.
The C5.0 model is outperformed by random forest in two important classes, but it has the advantage of building simpler to understand model, compared to the random forest model. The reason of C5.0 model's simplicity is that it builds a single tree, unlike the random forest-based model, which operates as a black box predictor and does not reveal the logic behind each prediction. Table VII shows the results of the model built by using C5.0 algorithm without the customized cost matrix. Results show that similar to the application of random forest algorithm, this model predicts most of the instances as equipment and weather, which are the majority classes while reducing the other important classes like animal and vegetation, drastically.
Ensemble results and discussion
Ensemble method was proposed in 1993 by Hinton and has been used to combine models to get accurate results. Since none of the presented models is completely dominant over the other, to capture the most confident prediction of each model, using the ensemble of both models is proposed. As it is observed in tables IV to VII, while the random forest algorithm predicts vegetation and weather causes more accurately, in the case of equipment failure, it is outperformed by the C5.0 model. To combine these models, two conditions are considered based on the class predictions for each record. In the case of an agreement between the labels suggested by both algorithms, suggested label would be produced as the ensemble model's output as well.
In the case of a disagreement between models' output label, the classifier with highest confidence would be the selected. Based on these circumstances, ensemble results are generated and presented in table VIII. It is observed that ensemble model outperforms C5.0 model in all cases and it is rather better than the random forest model in all but vegetation related outages.
To compare the results of C5.0, random forest, and the proposed ensemble algorithms, the accuracy of all presented models for each class is presented in fig.5 . Based on this illustration, models, which use default cost matrices, fail to predict animal and vegetation classes and have the lowest accuracy level for the weather class. Furthermore, these models are not useful in practice as they are just able to predict one class correctly. Among the other three models, the proposed ensemble algorithm can accurately predict animal, equipment, and weather classes, while the random forest algorithm has the highest accuracy in predicting vegetation class.
It is also observed in all three models that vegetation related outages have the lowest percentage of accuracy. This fact might be related to two factors. First, the low number of samples of this class, and second, the unpredictable nature of this kind of outage. Figure 6 shows the accuracy of each model, with different train and test sets. It is observed that the proposed ensemble has the best performance, and random forest is the least desirable one in terms of accuracy.
Conclusion
In this paper, animal, equipment, vegetation, and weather-related outages in a power distribution system are discussed. First, four models are trained to analyze the root cause of outages upon occurrence. In the experiments, it was shown that unbalanced nature of data could be overcome using the appropriate cost matrix. It was also proved that the degree of importance of a given root cause could be reflected in the same matrix, and these models could be adapted to the requirement of the distribution system operator. For example, if animal-related failures are the most important, the cost matrix could be customized so that this kind of outage has the most priority in the resulting model. To increase the predictor performance, it was proposed to combine random forest and C5.0 based models to form an ensemble model. The results showed that accuracy of prediction may be increased by 5% and 2% in the ensemble model than random forest and C5.0 models, respectively. The proposed data mining-based model may shorten the repair times and improve the distribution power system reliability. Table I. characteristics of distribution network   Table II. A common cost matrix   Table III . Customized cost matrix used in this paper 
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